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It's winter in Cherringham, and petty
thief Charlie Topper's life is in danger.
Desperate, he reaches out to Jack and
Sarah for help: last summer - during a
robbery - he witnessed a cold-blooded
murder, and now he fears the killer is
after him. Can Jack and Sarah solve this
very cold case - before the desperate
murderer comes for them too? Episode 41
will be available for pre-order soon and
will be out February, 25th 2022. Set in
the sleepy English village of Cherringham,
the detective series brings together an
unlikely sleuthing duo: English web
designer Sarah and American ex-cop Jack.
Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of
tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher meets
Inspector Barnaby. Each of the selfcontained episodes is a quick read for the
morning commute, while waiting for the
doctor, or when curling up with a hot
cuppa. Co-authors Neil Richards (based in
the UK) and Matthew Costello (based in the
US), have been writing together since the
mid-90s, creating innovative content and
working on major projects for the BBC,
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Disney
Nintendo to name but a few. Their
transatlantic collaboration has
underpinned scores of TV drama scripts,
computer games, radio shows, and the bestselling mystery series Cherringham. Their
latest series project is called Mydworth
Mysteries.
“A genre-defying blend of crime writing
and science fiction.”—Alexandra Alter, The
New York Times Detective Hank Palace
returns in the second in the speculative
mystery trilogy set on the brink of the
apocalypse and winner of the 2014 Philip
K. Dick Award. There are just 77 days
before a deadly asteroid collides with
Earth, and Detective Palace is out of a
job. With the Concord police force
operating under the auspices of the U.S.
Justice Department, Hank's days of solving
crimes are over...until a woman from his
past begs for help finding her missing
husband. Brett Cavatone disappeared
without a trace—an easy feat in a world
with no phones, no cars, and no way to
tell whether someone’s gone “bucket list”
or just gone. With society falling to
shambles, Hank pieces together what few
clues he can, on a search that leads him
from a college-campus-turned-anarchistencampment to a crumbling coastal
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where anti-immigrant militia
fend off “impact zone” refugees. Countdown
City presents another fascinating mystery
set on brink of an apocalypse--and once
again, Hank Palace confronts questions way
beyond "whodunit." What do we as human
beings owe to one another? And what does
it mean to be civilized when civilization
is collapsing all around you?
July 1910. Lady Hardcastle and her
tireless sidekick Flo have finally
embarked on a long-overdue seaside break.
But just as they're wavering between ice
creams and donkey rides, their fellow
guests start to go missing--and the duo
find themselves with a hysterical hotel
manager and a case to solve. The first to
disappear is Dr Goddard, a scientist doing
something terribly top-secret for the
government. Gone too are his strongbox and
its mysterious contents. By the time Lady
Hardcastle has questioned the horde of
international guests, her number-one
suspect has been dispatched in grisly
circumstances--and then the others start
vanishing too. As the case begins to look
like a matter of national security, Lady
Hardcastle takes advice from her brother
in the secret service. But could there be
an even more personal connection at play?
To solve the case, Lady Hardcastle may
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a shocking discovery of her own.
Return to the magical world of The
Rosewood Chronicles in the fifth and final
instalment of this gorgeous series for
fans of The Princess Diaries and Harry
Potter. Ellie is a rebellious princess who
is no longer hiding her real identity.
Lottie is her Portman, wishing that she
could shield Ellie from the threat of
Leviathan. Jamie is Ellie's Partizan, a
lifelong bodyguard sworn to protect the
princess at any cost - but has
mysteriously disappeared. Not all of the
trio have made it back to Rosewood Hall.
Can they be reunited? And at what cost?
With the crown at risk, the stakes have
never been higher . . . Praise for
Undercover Princess: 'With a fake
princess, a rogue royal and fairytale
twists aplenty, this is the start of a fun
new series' - The Sun 'Once Upon A Time
fans will love this new book' - Buzzfeed
'The book is a great example of friendship
and bravery' - First News 'A fun blend of
school story, adventure and mystery' Week Junior
Pieces of Her
Mydworth Mysteries - City Heat
A Cosy Mystery Series
How America Lost Its Mind
A Gentleman's Murder
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Undercover
Princess
On the night of the school prom, a young teacher is found
dead in the Thames in a drug-related accident. It seems - at
first - to be another sign that Cherringham High is spiralling
out of control. The new head however is convinced that the
teacher’s death is suspicious and quietly calls in Sarah
Edwards. With her one-time detective partner, Jack Brennan,
back in America, Sarah is at first reluctant to take on the
case. But when she does get involved, it soon becomes clear
that the tragic accident might really be a case of murder - and
even Sarah herself could be in danger... "Dead in the Water"
is the first full-length novel set in the sleepy English village of
Cherringham, featuring the unlikely sleuthing duo Sarah, an
English web designer, and Jack, American ex-cop. Thrilling
and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde
Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby. For fans of Agatha
Christie's Miss Marple series, Lilian Jackson Braun's The Cat
Who series, Caroline Graham's Midsomer Murders, and the
American TV series Murder She Wrote, starring Angela
Lansbury. Co-authors Neil Richards (based in the UK) and
Matthew Costello (based in the US), have been writing
together since the mid 90's, creating content and working on
projects for the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and
Nintendo to name but a few. Their transatlantic collaboration
has underpinned scores of TV drama scripts, computer
games, radio shows, and - most recently - the successful
crime fiction series Cherringham. First released as eBook
novellas, Cherringham is popular around the world, has been
adapted as a series of audiobooks in Germany and will be
realeased as audiobooks in the UK in Summer 2016.
Miss Marple meets Oscar Wilde in this new series of cosy
mysteries set in the picturesque Cotswolds village of
Bunburry. In "Sweet Revenge", the seventh Bunburry book,
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back in London, trying to pick up his old life there. But
even a wild social whirl with his best friend Oscar can't
disguise the fact that he misses Bunburry. And then a cry for
help reaches him - Liz and Marge are in trouble, and Alfie
races back. But as he and Police Constable Emma Hollis join
forces to clear the ladies' names, he has to confront a
growing suspicion. Has Liz made a mistake while making her
celebrated fudge, or have the ladies been up to something
more sinister? Helena Marchmont is a pseudonym of Olga
Wojtas, who was born and brought up in Edinburgh. She was
encouraged to write by an inspirational English teacher, Iona
M. Cameron. Olga won a Scottish Book Trust New Writers
Award in 2015 and recently published her second book in the
Miss Blaine mystery series.
Miss Marple meets Oscar Wilde in this new series of cosy
mysteries set in the picturesque Cotswolds village of
Bunburry. In "Murder at the Mousetrap," the first Bunburry
book, fudge-making and quaffing real ale in the local pub are
matched by an undercurrent of passion, jealousy, hatred and
murder - laced with a welcome dose of humour. Alfie
McAlister has retreated from London to the peace and quiet
of the country to recover from a personal tragedy. But an
accidental death - which may have been no accident - reveals
that the heart of England is far from the tranquil backwater he
imagined. After arriving in Bunburry, he is co-opted as an
amateur detective by Liz and Marge, two elderly ladies who
were best friends with Alfie's late Aunt Augusta. And it is not
long before their investigations take an even more dramatic
turn ... Helena Marchmont is a pseudonym of Olga Wojtas,
who was born and brought up in Edinburgh. She was
encouraged to write by an inspirational English teacher, Iona
M. Cameron. Olga won a Scottish Book Trust New Writers
Award in 2015, has had more than 30 short stories published
in magazines and anthologies
and recently published her first
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Miss Blaine's Prefect and the Golden Samovar.
Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York, seeking the simple life
in Cherringham. Sarah's a Web designer who's moved back
to the village find herself. But their lives are anything but quiet
as the two team up to solve Cherringham's criminal
mysteries. This compilation contains episodes 34 - 36. THE
SECRET OF BRIMLEY MANOR Brimley Manor, home to an
eccentric museum of oddities from its owner's lifetime of
exotic travels also holds dark secrets. When a suspicious fire
breaks out, the biggest question is ... was it just an accident?
TOO MANY LIES When Cherringham's Council debates
selling the historic village hall for development as a luxury
restaurant and hotel, all of Cherringham is up in arms! But
when the leader of the protestors is attacked after a raucous
meeting and death threats are made, Jack and Sarah are
asked to investigate ... MURDER UNDER THE SUN As the
day of Grace's wedding approaches, it seems nothing can get
in the way of the happy Cherringham event. But just days
before, her father Len is suddenly arrested on suspicion of
murder - a murder committed 30 years ago, and a thousand
miles away. Can Jack and Sarah unearth the truth in time for
him to walk his daughter down the aisle? Co-authors Neil
Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello (based in
the US), have been writing together since the mid 90's,
creating content and working on projects for the BBC, Disney
Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few.
Their transatlantic collaboration has underpinned scores of
TV drama scripts, computer games, radio shows, the
successful crime fiction series Cherringham, and - most
recently - the historical series Mydworth Mysteries.
Cherringham - Episode 4 - 6
Cherringham - Still Dead
A Cosy Mystery Series. Episode 1
Cherringham - The Secret
of Brimley Manor
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Cherringham
- Episode 19-21
The Body in the Woods

Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York,
seeking the simple life in Cherringham.
Sarah's a Web designer who's moved back to
the village find herself. But their lives
are anything but quiet as the two team up
to solve Cherringham's criminal mysteries.
This compilation contains episodes 19 21: GHOST OF A CHANCE Every Halloween, the
supposedly haunted Bell Hotel hosts its
famous 'Ghost-Hunters Dinner', complete
with scary stories, spooky apparitions and
things that go bump in the night. But this
year's event ends in a terrifying
accident, and suddenly everyone wonders...
Is there a real ghost loose in the hotel?
Jack and Sarah are convinced that the
culprit must be human: who would want bad
things to happen at the classic hotel? But
soon they're forced to confront their own
superstitions as they find themselves on
the trail of an unsolved Victorian
murder... FOLLOW THE MONEY Claire and
Terry Goodman seem to have everything.
Successful business. Son at Oxford. New
mansion right on the River Thames. And
seemingly...plenty of money to spend. But
when Jack and Sarah are asked to
investigate an odd robbery at their home,
secrets start to emerge. And as the truth
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is revealed,
for someone it will be too
much to bear, and murder may be the only
way out. MURDER MOST WILD When the Zakro
Corporation attempts to build a mammoth
supermarket outside Cherringham, the whole
village is up in arms. But the accidental
death of the lead environmentalist, Sam
Lewis seems to hand victory to the
developers. Could Sam's opposition to the
project be the real reason he died? When
Jack and Sarah take on the case, they will
learn that what was an accident was - in
fact - one very wild murder. Cherringham
is a serial novel à la Charles Dickens,
with a new mystery thriller released each
month. Set in the sleepy English village
of Cherringham, the detective series
brings together an unlikely sleuthing duo:
English web designer Sarah and American excop Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with
a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde
Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby. Each of
the self-contained episodes is a quick
read for the morning commute, while
waiting for the doctor, or when curling up
with a hot cuppa. Co-authors Neil Richards
(based in the UK) and Matthew Costello
(based in the US), have been writing
together since the mid 90's, creating
content and working on projects for the
BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and
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transatlantic collaboration has
underpinned scores of TV drama scripts,
computer games, radio shows, and - most
recently - the successful crime fiction
series Cherringham. Now into its second
season of 12 novellas, Cherringham is
popular around the world and has been
adapted as a series of audiobooks in
Germany.
In this enchanting new read in the fanfavorite series from a USA Today
bestselling author, garda of County Cork,
Ireland, Siobhán O’Sullivan and Macdaras
Flannery, are about to get married at
last. But just as the rowdy O’Sullivan
brood and all the regulars of the local
bistro have gathered at the church, the
nuptials come to an abrupt halt when the
discovery of an unidentified skeleton puts
the wedding on pause… If only her mother
could be here! The entire O’Sullivan
brood—not to mention the regulars from
Naomi’s Bistro—have gathered at St. Mary’s
Church for the wedding of Siobhán and
Macdara. It’s not every day you see two
garda marrying each other. Only Siobhán’s
brother James is missing. They can’t start
without him. But when James finally comes
racing in, he’s covered in dirt and
babbling he’s found a human skeleton in
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the old
farmhouse? Macdara sheepishly admits he
was saving it as a wedding surprise: he
purchased an abandoned dairy farm. Duty
calls, so the engaged garda decide to put
the wedding on hold to investigate. James
leads them to a skeleton clothed in rags
that resemble a tattered tuxedo. As an
elderly neighbor approaches, she cries out
that these must be the remains of her one
true love who never showed up on their
wedding day, fifty years ago. The garda
have a cold case on their hands, which
heats up the following day when a fresh
corpse appears on top of the bridegroom’s
bones. With a killer at large, they need
to watch their backs—or the nearly wedded
couple may be parted by death before
they’ve even taken their vows. . . “Fans
of charming Irish mysteries will delight
in the ways this convoluted case ensnares
the heroine and her supporting cast.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York,
seeking the simple life in Cherringham.
Sarah's a Web designer who's moved back to
the village find herself. But their lives
are anything but quiet as the two team up
to solve Cherringham's criminal mysteries.
This compilation contains episodes 28 30. A DINNER TO DIE FOR When a new
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restaurant
with a starred American chef
opens in Cherringham, it seems the Spotted
Pig has a worthy rival. But a series of
disturbing incidents turns that rivalry
into something dangerous - perhaps even
fatal. Jack and Sarah get involved and
soon discover dark secrets about the new
chef Anna ... Can they uncover what is
really happening before both restaurants
go belly-up? THE DROWNED MAN Accidents
happen to Charley Clutterbuck. Always just
scraping by, living on his ramshackle
boat, not above the dodgy deal here and
there ... So when his body is found
floating down river, accidental drowning
seems the logical conclusion. But
Charley's pal Ray thinks it's murder. And
when Jack and Sarah get involved ... they
find themselves facing an unexpected
danger as they uncover the strange truth.
THE GENTLEMAN VANISHES Bernard Mandeville
loves trains. Every Sunday, the elderly
and frail Bernard, in perfect attire,
purchases a ticket on the Great Cotswold's
Steam Railway, takes a seat in First-Class
and revels in a journey from the past. But
on one particular Sunday, in the midst of
that short trip, the impossible happens.
Bernard vanishes without a trace ... The
family reaches out to Sarah and Jack who
must make their own remarkable journey on
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the rails
... to track down the vanished
gentleman! Co-authors Neil Richards (based
in the UK) and Matthew Costello (based in
the US), have been writing together since
the mid 90's, creating content and working
on projects for the BBC, Disney Channel,
Sony, ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but
a few. Their transatlantic collaboration
has underpinned scores of TV drama
scripts, computer games, radio shows, and
- most recently - the successful crime
fiction series Cherringham.
The lifeless body of an unidentified
disabled man is found on a cold fall night
in the Finnish city of Tampere. The police
learn that the deceased was a member of
the "Fallen Angels," a gang of wheelchairbound motorcycle enthusiasts. Soon there
are more attacks on the disabled and
ailing. Detective Sakari Koskinen and his
eccentric team spring into action: How are
these events linked? Is there a serial
killer on the loose playing angel of
mercy? Critically acclaimed Wolves and
Angels, winner of 2002 Finnish Crime Novel
of the Year, is a gripping story about the
struggles of the disabled coping with
their new lives and the strains on those
who care for them. Nuanced depictions of
interpersonal relationships and personal
challenges make Jokinen's characters come
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to life
What Every Woman Wants in a Man/What Every
Man Wants in a Woman
Cherringham - Episode 16-18
Murder on an Irish Farm
Cherringham - Cold Case
Landluft kann tödlich sein
Cherringham - The Gentleman Vanishes
Americans are losing touch with reality. On
virtually every issue, from climate change to
immigration, tens of millions of Americans
have opinions and beliefs wildly at odds with
fact, rendering them unable to think sensibly
about politics. In How America Lost Its Mind,
Thomas E. Patterson explains the rise of a
world of “alternative facts” and the slowmotion cultural and political calamity
unfolding around us. We don’t have to search
far for the forces that are misleading us and
tearing us apart: politicians for whom
division is a strategy; talk show hosts who
have made an industry of outrage; news
outlets that wield conflict as a marketing
tool; and partisan organizations and foreign
agents who spew disinformation to advance a
cause, make a buck, or simply amuse
themselves. The consequences are severe. How
America Lost Its Mind maps a political
landscape convulsed with distrust, gridlock,
brinksmanship, petty feuding, and deceptive
messaging. As dire as this picture is, and as
unlikely as immediate relief might be,
Patterson sees a way forward and underscores
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its urgency.
A call to action, his book
encourages us to wrest institutional power
from ideologues and disruptors and entrust it
to sensible citizens and leaders, to restore
our commitment to mutual tolerance and
restraint, to cleanse the Internet of fake
news and disinformation, and to demand a
steady supply of trustworthy and relevant
information from our news sources. As
philosopher Hannah Arendt wrote decades ago,
the rise of demagogues is abetted by “people
for whom the distinction between fact and
fiction, true and false, no longer exists.”
In How America Lost Its Mind, Thomas E.
Patterson makes a passionate case for fully
and fiercely engaging on the side of truth
and mutual respect in our present arms race
between fact and fake, unity and division,
civility and incivility.
Opposites Attract…and can thrive in a
marriage built on God. The book starts with
the results of a survey detailing the ten
most important qualities that each man or
woman wants in a spouse, then teaches us how
we can be the person who breeds that quality
in our husband or wife. Throughout the book
the authors use their own personalities and
experience with marriage to demonstrate how
to do marriage right.
From the authors of the best-selling series
CHERRINGHAM Kat brings Harry across the
Atlantic to New York for a planned whirlwind
time in her home town - complete with a
lavish suite at the Plaza. But when Teddy
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Crowther
- is snatched by the mob, the pair is asked
to help. As Prohibition New York swelters in
a heatwave, the Mortimers soon find
themselves playing a dangerous game of cat
and mouse, not just with the kidnappers, but
also the rest of the Crowther family, all of
whom have everything to gain - and maybe lose
- if Teddy is found... Co-authors Neil
Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew
Costello (based in the US), have been writing
together since the mid-90s, creating
innovative content and working on major
projects for the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony,
ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few.
Their transatlantic collaboration has
underpinned scores of TV drama scripts,
computer games, radio shows, and the bestselling mystery series Cherringham. Their
latest series project is called Mydworth
Mysteries.
From the authors of the best-selling series
CHERRINGHAM When Harry and Kat head south to
the French Riviera, they look forward to
dazzling parties, a shimmering sea, and
wonderful food. But once they step off the
legendary Paris-Nice train, Le Train Bleu,
things start to be anything but restful.
Asked to assist in a dangerous case of
blackmail - they soon find that the streets
and alleyways of the Cote d'Azur hide not
only cafes and bistros...but also secrets and
danger of a most deadly sort. Co-authors Neil
Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew
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Costello
together since the mid-90s, creating
innovative content and working on major
projects for the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony,
ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few.
Their transatlantic collaboration has
underpinned scores of TV drama scripts,
computer games, radio shows, and the bestselling mystery series Cherringham. Their
latest series project is called Mydworth
Mysteries.
A Cherringham Mystery
Wolves and Angels
The Coming of Mr Quin: An Agatha Christie
Short Story
The Railway Detective [Standard Large Print
16 Pt Edition]
Dark deeds for the Railway Detective to
investigate
Bunburry - Sweet Revenge

Provides definitions and study tips for over sixteen
hundred frequently used SAT words and includes
strategies for memorizing the words and answering
questions on the test.
Brimley Manor, home to an eccentric museum of oddities
from its owner's lifetime of exotic travels also holds dark
secrets. When a suspicious fire breaks out, the biggest
question must be ... was it just an accident? Sarah and
Jack think not. As they begin to explore the history and
people of Brimley Manor, they soon learn that this very
curious place might also be quite deadly ... Set in the sleepy
English village of Cherringham, the detective series brings
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Sarah and American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and deadly but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher meets
Inspector Barnaby. Each of the self-contained episodes is a
quick read for the morning commute, while waiting for the
doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa. Co-authors
Neil Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello
(based in the US), have been writing together since the mid
90's, creating content and working on projects for the
BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to
name but a few. Their transatlantic collaboration has
underpinned scores of TV drama scripts, computer games,
radio shows, and the successful crime fiction series
Cherringham.
When a number of virile humans are abducted, Mia Snow,
a member of an elite task force within the New Chicago PD
assigned to stalk and kill otherwordly predators, suspects
that the Arcadians, a powerful race of aliens with powerful
psychic talents, are responsible and must use her own
psychic abilities and fighting skills to stop the terror. A
first novel. Reprint.
Now a major Netflix adaptation: The #1 Australian
bestseller from the author of The Silent Wife 'A novel that
sets the standard for psychological thriller writing. Rarely
in fiction have the past and the present collided with such
force and in such a distinctive and compelling voice'
Jeffery Deaver What if the person you thought you knew
best turned out to be someone you never knew at all?
Andrea Oliver's mother, Laura, is the perfect small-town
mum. Laura lives a quiet but happy life in sleepy beachside
Belle Isle. She's a pillar of the community: a speech
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therapist,
she's never kept a secret from anyone. Or so Andrea
thinks. When Andrea is caught in a random violent attack
at a shopping mall, Laura intervenes and acts in a way that
is unrecognisable to her daughter. It's like Laura is a
completely different person - and that's because she was.
Thirty years ago. Before Andrea. Before Belle Isle. Laura
is hailed as a hero for her actions at the mall but 24 hours
later she is in hospital, shot by an intruder, who's spent
decades trying to track her down. What is Andrea's
mother trying to hide? As elements of the past return and
put them both in danger, Andrea is left to piece together
Laura's former identity and discover the truth - for better
or worse - about her mother. Is the gentle, loving woman
who raised her also a violent killer? 'A nerve-shredding
psychological thriller that will keep readers guessing to the
very last page' New York Journal of Books 'A frenetic,
stay-up-all-night kind of read' Good Reading 'Filled with
Slaughter's trademark twists' Entertainment Weekly
The Last Policeman Book II
Cherringham - The Vanishing Tourist
The Assault on Reason That's Crippling Our Democracy
Lord and Lady Hetheridge Mysteries Book #5
Awaken Me Darkly
A Charming Irish Cozy Mystery
YouTube star Connie Glynn is back with the sparkling
follow-up to Undercover Princess, which Kirkus
described as "Cinderella meets Mean Girls while at
Hogwarts." Lottie Pumpkin never expected to become a
royal during her first year at Rosewood Hall. But now that
she and secret princess Ellie Wolfe's fates have been
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school year, they're both just hoping for a peaceful return
to Rosewood. The ivy-covered walls of Rosewood tend
to hold secrets, though--and when students start being
targeted by members of the mysterious undercover
society Leviathan, Lottie and Ellie must find the culprit
before the danger threatens to close down the one place
where they both feel at home. A new princess, an old
enemy--readers will devour this captivating sequel,
perfect for fans of Meg Cabot and Shannon Hale.
It's Carnival week in Cherringham, but while most of the
locals are looking forward to the regatta, the parade and
the fireworks, Jack and Sarah are more interested in the
mysterious body that's been uncovered at the
archaeological dig just outside the village ... No Roman
soldier - but a young man, no ID. Definitely the victim of
a cold blooded murder ... from just a few decades ago.
It's a baffling cold case - but one that soon heats up
when a member of the carnival committee suddenly goes
missing. Jack and Sarah investigate - and quickly come
up against a wall of silence. Are the two cases
connected? What dark secret from Cherringham's past is
being kept hidden? As the Carnival rolls to its
spectacular finale, Jack and Sarah race against time to
stop the murderer before they kill again ... For fans of
Agatha Christie's Miss Marple series, Lilian Jackson
Braun's The Cat Who series, Caroline Graham's
Midsomer Murders, and the American TV series Murder
She Wrote, starring Angela Lansbury. Co-authors Neil
Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello (based
in the US), have been writing together since the mid
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90's, creating
content and working on projects for the
BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo
to name but a few. Their transatlantic collaboration has
underpinned scores of TV drama scripts, computer
games, radio shows, and - most recently - the successful
crime fiction series Cherringham. First released as
eBook novellas, this is the second full-length novel.
Cherringham is popular around the world and has been
adapted as a series of audiobooks in both English and
German.
Bernard Mandeville loves trains. Every Sunday, the
elderly and frail Bernard, in perfect attire, purchases a
ticket on the Great Cotswold's Steam Railway, takes a
seat in First-Class and revels in a journey from the past.
But on one particular Sunday, in the midst of that short
trip, the impossible happens. Bernard vanishes without a
trace... The family reaches out to Sarah and Jack who
must make their own remarkable journey on the rails...to
track down the vanished gentleman! Set in the sleepy
English village of Cherringham, the detective series
brings together an unlikely sleuthing duo: English web
designer Sarah and American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and
deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde
Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby. Each of the selfcontained episodes is a quick read for the morning
commute, while waiting for the doctor, or when curling up
with a hot cuppa. Co-authors Neil Richards (based in the
UK) and Matthew Costello (based in the US), have been
writing together since the mid 90's, creating content and
working on projects for the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony,
ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few. Their
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transatlantic
collaboration has underpinned scores of TV
drama scripts, computer games, radio shows, and - most
recently - the successful crime fiction series
Cherringham.
Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York, seeking the
simple life in Cherringham. Sarah's a Web designer
who's moved back to the village find herself. But their
lives are anything but quiet as the two team up to solve
Cherringham's criminal mysteries. This compilation
contains episodes 16 - 18: THE LAST PUZZLE When
amiable old village eccentric Quentin Andrews dies, the
good folk of Cherringham are astonished at the crowd
that turns up to his funeral. But even more astonished
are the beneficiaries of his will: Quentin has left a
veritable fortune to whomever is the first who can solve
an intricate 'Cherringham crossword.' That puzzle is only
the first of many that Jack and Sarah will uncover as they
follow the treasure hunt for clues and learn the truth
about who Quentin Andrews really was. And the biggest
mystery of them all ... was he - in fact - murdered?
FINAL CUT When a big movie production comes to
Cherringham, complete with lords, ladies, and flashing
swords, the whole village is abuzz with excitement. But
when a series of dangerous accidents threatens the life
of the young lead, Zoe Harding, Sarah and Jack get
involved. Are these really accidents? Or could they be
something more sinister - even deadly? Who is trying to
destroy the career of the beautiful young star - and why?
THE VANISHING TOURIST When an American tourist
goes missing in Cherringham, the local police don't see
reason for concern - people often wander away from
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such tours.
New York, desperately looking for answers, Jack and
Sarah become convinced there's more to the
disappearance than meets the eye. Soon, they are
entangled in a mystery with a secret history of betrayal,
sacrifice, dishonour ... and death. Cherringham is a serial
novel à la Charles Dickens, with a new mystery thriller
released each month. Set in the sleepy English village of
Cherringham, the detective series brings together an
unlikely sleuthing duo: English web designer Sarah and
American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with a
spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher meets Inspector
Barnaby. Each of the self-contained episodes is a quick
read for the morning commute, while waiting for the
doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa. Co-authors
Neil Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello
(based in the US), have been writing together since the
mid 90's, creating content and working on projects for
the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, and
Nintendo to name but a few. Their transatlantic
collaboration has underpinned scores of TV drama
scripts, computer games, radio shows, and - most
recently - the successful crime fiction series
Cherringham. Now into its second season of 12 novellas,
Cherringham is popular around the world and has been
adapted as a series of audiobooks in Germany.
Princess in Practice
Bunburry - Murder at the Mousetrap
Death Beside the Seaside
A Cosy Crime Series
Restless Echoes
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When the Veteran Head of Botanicals at the world-famous
Cherringham Gin Company is suddenly found dead at the
Distillery, it seems at first a strange accident must have
taken place. But some family members aren't convinced,
and Jack and Sarah are asked to investigate by old friend,
solicitor Tony Standish. Soon they discover clues that the
eccentric genius behind the famous gin may have been
murdered - with a rich cocktail of motives in play. Can the
bizarre mystery be solved and the killer found before he
strikes again? Episode 39 will be available for pre-order
soon and will be out May, 29th 2021. Set in the sleepy
English village of Cherringham, the detective series brings
together an unlikely sleuthing duo: English web designer
Sarah and American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and deadly but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher meets
Inspector Barnaby. Each of the self-contained episodes is a
quick read for the morning commute, while waiting for the
doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa. Co-authors
Neil Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello
(based in the US), have been writing together since the
mid-90s, creating innovative content and working on
major projects for the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC,
Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few. Their transatlantic
collaboration has underpinned scores of TV drama scripts,
computer games, radio shows, and the best-selling mystery
series Cherringham. Their latest series project is called
Mydworth Mysteries.
Loved The Princess Diaries, Once Upon a Time and Girl
Online? Then you'll love Undercover Princess! Lottie
Pumpkin is an ordinary girl who longs to be a princess,
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attending
princess who longs to be ordinary, attending Rosewood
Hall to avoid her royal duties in the kingdom of Maradova.
When fate puts the two fourteen-year-olds in the same
dorm, it seems like a natural solution to swap identities:
after all, everyone mistakenly believes Lottie to be the
princess anyway. But someone's on to their secret, and at
Rosewood nothing is ever as it seems... From YouTube
personality Connie Glynn, AKA Nooderella, comes her
debut novel, the first in The Rosewood Chronicles series.
The perfect book for teenage girls, join Lottie and Ellie at
the mystical and magical Rosewood Hall.
In 1851 England, the city of London anticipates the grand
opening of the Great Expedition. Excitement is mounting
with each engineering triumph of the railways, but not
everyone feels like celebrating. A sudden attack hits the
London to Birmingham mail train and it is looted and
derailed. Planned with military precision, Detective
Inspector Robert Colbeck fights to untangle a web of
murder, blackmail and destruction. As Colbeck closes in
on the criminal masterminds, events take an unexpected
turn when the beautiful Madeline, daughter of the injured
train driver, becomes a pawn in the criminals game. With
time running out, good and evil, new and old, battle
against each other. But will the long arm of the law have
speed on its side? Full of historical detail, unexpected
twists and memorable characters, this is a mystery that
will surprise you at every turn.
From the authors of the best-selling series
CHERRINGHAM Sussex, England, 1929. Mydworth is a
sleepy English market town just 50 miles from London.
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But things
handsome Sir Harry Mortimer returns home from his
diplomatic posting in Cairo, with his beautiful and
unconventional American wife, Kat. No sooner have the
two arrived, when a jewel robbery occurs at Harry's aunt's
home - Mydworth Manor. The police are baffled and
overwhelmed with the case. But Harry and Kat have an
edge in the hunt for the dangerous culprit: not only do they
have certain useful "skills" they've both picked up in
service of King, President and Country, they also have
access to parts of English society that your average bobby
can't reach ... Co-authors Neil Richards (based in the UK)
and Matthew Costello (based in the US), have been writing
together since the mid-90s, creating innovative content and
working on major projects for the BBC, Disney Channel,
Sony, ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few. Their
transatlantic collaboration has underpinned scores of TV
drama scripts, computer games, radio shows, and the bestselling mystery series Cherringham. Their latest series
project is called Mydworth Mysteries.
A Shot in the Dark
Fear on the Phantom Special
Murder in an English Village
Dead in the Water
Mydworth Mysteries - Secrets on the Cote d'Azur
Blue Blooded

A classic Agatha Christie short story,
available individually for the first time as
an ebook.
A robbery at the manor, and one of the
thieves is shot. With police baffled, Harry
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and Kat
in service of King, or President, and access
to high society. This Shot in the Dark could
have come from anywhere.
Halloween, 1861. A special train with two
carriages steams across the Lake District at
night on its way to a place notorious for its
record of supernatural incidents. Most of
those on board have been fortified by alcohol
so the mood is boisterous. Without warning
the lamp goes out in the last compartment of
the second carriage, plunging it into
darkness. When the train reaches the end of
the line, the passengers pour out on to the
station platform. There are almost sixty of
them in all, laughing and jostling, but the
prevailing excitement is shattered by a cry
for help – someone is missing. Inspector
Colbeck and Sergeant Leeming are called in to
investigate this peculiar occurrence. With
some believing the missing man is the victim
of a ghost said to haunt the site and no
discernible trace of the man anywhere to be
seen, this will prove to be a puzzling case
indeed for the Railway Detective.
Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York,
seeking the simple life in Cherringham.
Sarah's a Web designer who's moved back to
the village find herself. But their lives are
anything but quiet as the two team up to
solve Cherringham's criminal mysteries. -This compilation contains episodes 7 - 9: THE
BODY IN THE LAKE, SNOWBLIND and PLAYING DEAD.
Here Jack and Sarah are called to task when
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with all too many suspects invovled. A
resident of the retirement home falls victim
to the elements in one of Cherringham's worst
blizzard in years - but was there something
sinister at work here? And Cherringham
Christmas show rehearsals spin into chaos as
someone is out to sabatoge the event with
deadly repercussions. -- Cherringham is a
serial novel à la Charles Dickens, with a new
mystery thriller released each month. Set in
the sleepy English village of Cherringham,
the detective series brings together an
unlikely sleuthing duo: English web designer
Sarah and American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and
deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like
Rosamunde Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby.
Each of the self-contained episodes is a
quick read for the morning commute, while
waiting for the doctor, or when curling up
with a hot cuppa. -- For fans of Agatha
Christie's Miss Marple series, Lilian Jackson
Braun's The Cat Who series, Caroline Graham's
Midsomer Murders, and the American TV series
Murder She Wrote, starring Angela Lansbury.
-- Co-authors Neil Richards (based in the UK)
and Matthew Costello (based in the US), are
known for their script work on major computer
games. The Cherringham crime series is their
first fictional transatlantic collaboration.
Cherringham Box Set: Episodes 1-12
A Cosy Crime Compilation
Cherringham - Episode 28-30
A Detective Koskinen Mystery
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Cherringham
Sammelband X - Folge 28-30
Countdown City
Return to the world of Emma Jameson's bestselling Blue series in
book #5, BLUE BLOODED. Tony Hetheridge is stepping into a new
career-private detective. As a Chief Superintendent for New
Scotland Yard, he spent years presiding over the "Toff Squad,"
handling murders that intersected with the rich and powerful. Now
that mantle passes to his wife, Kate, leaving Tony is free to pick and
choose his cases. The first: the strange suicide of Mariah Keene and
the simultaneous disappearance of her twin, Mark. The twenty-oneyear-old twins were Uni dropouts, recreational drug users, and
dabblers in the unusual spiritual discipline called sacred geometry.
But those risk factors pale compare to their association with the
unjustly acquitted triple murderer, Sir Duncan Godington. As Tony
goes undercover in the City of Westminster to search for Mark and
discover what really happened to Mariah, tempestuous Kate
struggles to balance family life with work. She and Tony are
determined to adopt nine-year-old Henry; her estranged sister,
Maura, is suing to regain full custody. At Scotland Yard's new HQ,
her best mate Paul Bhar is being put out to pasture while Kate finds
herself up for a long-sought promotion. And her first solo
investigation, the high-tech murder of a politician, takes an
unexpected turn toward Tony's case-and Sir Duncan. Is it mere
coincidence? Or has Sir Duncan's reckoning come at last?
When an American tourist goes missing in Cherringham, the local
police don't see reason for concern - people often wander away
from such tours. But when that tourist's sister shows up from New
York, desperately looking for answers, Jack and Sarah become
convinced there's more to the disappearance than meets the eye.
Soon, they are entangled in a mystery with a secret history of
betrayal, sacrifice, dishonour ... and death. -- Cherringham is a
serial novel à la Charles Dickens, with a new mystery thriller
released each month. Set in the sleepy English village of
Cherringham, the detective series brings together an unlikely
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sleuthing
Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like
Rosamunde Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby. Each of the selfcontained episodes is a quick read for the morning commute, while
waiting for the doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa. -- For
fans of Agatha Christie's Miss Marple series, Lilian Jackson
Braun's The Cat Who series, Caroline Graham's Midsomer
Murders, and the American TV series Murder She Wrote, starring
Angela Lansbury. -- Co-authors Neil Richards (based in the UK)
and Matthew Costello (based in the US), have been writing together
since the mid 90's, creating content and working on projects for the
BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, ABC, Eidos, Nintendo to name but a
few. Their transatlantic collaboration has underpinned scores of TV
drama scripts, computer games, radio shows, and - most recently the successful crime fiction series Cherringham. Now into its
second season of 12 novellas, Cherringham is popular around the
world and has been adapted as a series of audiobooks in Germany.
As friends, the boisterous and brash American Beryl couldn’t be
less alike than the prim and proper British Edwina. But as sleuths
in an England recovering from the Great War, they’re the perfect
match . . . 1920: Flying in the face of convention, legendary
American adventuress Beryl Helliwell never fails to surprise and
shock. The last thing her adoring public would expect is that she
craves some peace and quiet. The humdrum hamlet of Walmsley
Parva in the English countryside seems just the ticket. And,
honestly, until America comes to its senses and repeals Prohibition,
Beryl has no intention of returning stateside and subjecting herself
to bathtub gin. For over three decades, Edwina Davenport has lived
comfortably in Walmsley Parva, but the post–World War I bust has
left her in dire financial straits and forced her to advertise for a
lodger. When her long-lost school chum Beryl arrives on her
doorstep—actually crashes into it in her red motorcar—Edwina
welcomes her old friend as her new roommate. But her idyllic
hometown has a hidden sinister side, and when the two friends are
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helping Edwina to make ends meet and satisfying Beryl’s thirst for
adventure. Now this odd couple will need to put their heads
together to catch a killer—before this sleepy English village becomes
their final resting place . . .
Jack's a retired ex-cop from New York, seeking the simple life in
Cherringham. Sarah's a Web designer who's moved back to the
village find herself. But their lives are anything but quiet as the two
team up to solve Cherringham's criminal mysteries. -- This
compilation contains episodes 4 - 6: THICK AS THIEVES, LAST
TRAIN TO LONDON and THE CURSE OF MABB'S FARM. Here
Jack and Sarah get caught up in a mysterious treasure hunt. They
tease out the truth behind the town puppeteer's death, and they're
threatened by the ancient curse of a local farm. -- Cherringham is a
serial novel à la Charles Dickens, with a new mystery thriller
released each month. Set in the sleepy English village of
Cherringham, the detective series brings together an unlikely
sleuthing duo: English web designer Sarah and American ex-cop
Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like
Rosamunde Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby. Each of the selfcontained episodes is a quick read for the morning commute, while
waiting for the doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa. -- For
fans of Agatha Christie's Miss Marple series, Lilian Jackson
Braun's The Cat Who series, Caroline Graham's Midsomer
Murders, and the American TV series Murder She Wrote, starring
Angela Lansbury. -- Co-authors Neil Richards (based in the UK)
and Matthew Costello (based in the US), are known for their script
work on major computer games. The Cherringham crime series is
their first fictional transatlantic collaboration.
SAT Power Vocab
Mydworth Mysteries - A Shot in the Dark
10 Essentials for Growing Deeper in Love |10 Qualities for
Nurturing Intimacy
Cherringham - Episode 34-36
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Cherringham
A Cosy Crime Series Compilation

IT'S HERE... Your Cosy Mystery Summer Reading
Box Set! For a limited time - the first TWELVE
novellas from the popular cosy mystery series in one
BIG BUNDLE! For MORE THAN 1,400 pages you'll be
visiting Cherringham - a sleepy English village in the
Cotswolds. Here Sarah, a British web designer, and
Jack, a retired American cop, pair up in an unlikely
partnership to get to the bottom of numerous
exciting cases. Stroll the cobblestone streets or chat
with the locals at The Spotted Pig. But beware! From
mysterious disappearances to unsolved murders,
there's always mischief afoot in Cherringham.
Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like
Rosamunde Pilcher meets Inspector Barnaby. Each
of the self-contained novellas is a quick read for the
morning commute, while waiting for the doctor, or
when curling up with a hot cuppa. Buy the
Cherringham Cosy Mystery Box Set and start solving
your next mystery (or twelve) today! This eBox Set
contains the first 12 novellas of the series: MURDER
ON THAMES MYSTERY AT THE MANOR MURDER
BY MOONLIGHT THICK AS THIEVES LAST TRAIN TO
LONDON THE CURSE OF MABB'S FARM THE BODY
IN THE LAKE SNOWBLIND PLAYING DEAD A
DEADLY CONFESSION BLADE IN THE WATER
DEATH ON A SUMMER NIGHT Co-authors Neil
Richards (based in the UK) and Matthew Costello
(based in the US), have been writing together since
the mid 90's, creating content and working on
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projects
Eidos, and Nintendo to name but a few. Their
transatlantic collaboration has underpinned scores
of TV drama scripts, computer games, radio shows,
and - most recently - the successful crime fiction
series Cherringham.
A ghostly dog, a strange lady and the confused
memories of a young girl are about to complicate
Polly, Sarah and Clarrie's lives. Unravelling the
mysteries is going to need all of them working
together and will put the family and their circle of
friends at risk. Unravelling two horrific crimes, they
must find a murderer before he strikes again.
Very British - drei England-Krimis in einem Band!
Diese E-Book-Sonderausgabe beinhaltet die Fälle 28
- 30 der Cosy-Crime-Serie "Cherringham - Landluft
kann tödlich sein" - ein Muss für Fans von Miss
Marple und Sherlock Holmes! Folge 28: Das
"Spotted Pig" bekommt Konkurrenz! Bislang
unangefochten das beste Restaurant in Cherringham
verspricht das neu eröffnete "Bayleaf" nun ebenfalls
ganz besondere Gaumenfreuden - und das mit einer
sternegekrönten amerikanischen Küchenchefin.
Doch dann wird das Bayleaf Ziel immer dreisterer
Anschläge und aus der belebenden Konkurrenz wird
eine verhängnisvolle Feindschaft. Jack und Sarah
wollen herausfinden, was und vor allem wer hinter
den Angriffen auf das neue Spitzenrestaurant steckt.
Und entdecken, dass Küchenchefin Anna ein
dunkles Geheimnis mit nach Cherringham gebracht
hat, das nicht nur sie in Gefahr bringt ... Folge 29:
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Als Charlie
gefunden wird, überrascht das zunächst niemanden:
Der Überlebenskünstler wohnte auf einem
heruntergekommenen Hausboot, hatte ein Händchen
dafür, sich in Schwierigkeiten zu bringen und
schaute häufig zu tief ins Glas. Doch Charlies
Kumpel Ray ist sich sicher: Charlie hatte keinen
Unfall - es war Mord. Er bittet seinen Nachbarn Jack
um Hilfe. Gemeinsam mit Sarah trifft dieser bei
seinen Ermittlungen auf eine ganze Reihe
zwielichtiger Gestalten, die mit Charlie eine
Rechnung offen hatten. Doch für die Lösung des
Falls müssen die beiden in noch viel tiefere
Abgründe blicken ... Folge 30: Bernard Mandeville
liebt Züge. Jeden Sonntag kauft der elegante ältere
Herr ein Ticket für die Great Cotswold's
Dampfeisenbahn. Und jedes Mal nimmt er im ErsteKlasse-Abteil Platz und genießt die Fahrt in dem
prächtigen Museumszug. Doch an diesem einen
Sonntag geschieht etwas Merkwürdiges: Bernard
verschwindet spurlos ... und die Zeugen sind sich
sicher, dass der alte Herr den Zug nie verlassen hat!
Die Familie engagiert Sarah und Jack, um nach dem
vermissten Bernard zu suchen. Wurde er entführt?
Die beiden Ermittler sind entschlossen, das Rätsel
um den verschwunden Gentleman zu lösen, doch
ihre Zugfahrt in der historischen Bahn birgt eine
Menge Überraschungen ... eBooks von beTHRILLED
- mörderisch gute Unterhaltung!
Now in development for television with Endeavor
Content "An auspicious debut mystery." —Booklist
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"Recalls
—Andy Lewis, The Hollywood Reporter "Dorothy
Sayers is alive and well and writing under the name
of Christopher Huang." —Rhys Bowen, New York
Times-bestselling author of The Tuscan Child "A
must read for fans of Anthony Horowitz, Charles
Todd, and Anne Perry." —Daryl Maxwell, Los Angeles
Public Library "Will please fans of both Agatha
Christie and Gillian Flynn." —Sarah Nivala, Book
Soup The year is 1924. The cobblestoned streets of
St. James ring with jazz as Britain races forward into
an age of peace and prosperity. London's back
alleys, however, are filled with broken soldiers and
still enshadowed by the lingering horrors of the
Great War. Only a few years removed from the
trenches of Flanders himself, Lieutenant Eric
Peterkin has just been granted membership in the
most prestigious soldiers-only club in London: The
Britannia. But when a gentleman's wager ends with a
member stabbed to death, the victim's last words
echo in the Lieutenant’s head: that he would "soon
right a great wrong from the past." Eric is certain
that one of his fellow members is the murderer: but
who? Captain Mortimer Wolfe, the soldier’s soldier
thrice escaped from German custody? Second
Lieutenant Oliver Saxon, the brilliant codebreaker?
Or Captain Edward Aldershott, the steely club
president whose Savile Row suits hide a frightening
collision of mustard gas scars? Eric's investigation
will draw him far from the marbled halls of the
Britannia, to the shadowy remains of a dilapidated
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war hospital
and the heroin dens of Limehouse. And
as the facade of gentlemenhood cracks, Eric faces a
Matryoshka doll of murder, vice, and secrets
pointing not only to the officers of his own club but
the very investigator assigned by Scotland Yard.
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